Seed Grant Awardee Tracks Musical Perception in New Study

June 20, 2017

Call for Participants

Earn extra money while benefiting music cognition research at Yale. Subjects are needed for an EEG study of musical perception. Participants should be 18 years old or older and should have no hearing loss or history of neurological injury or disease. Musicians and non-musicians are welcome.

Subjects will be paid for their participation in a 1-2 hour study to occur this summer. For more information, please contact Stefanie Acevedo [1].

----

Stefanie Acevedo [2] is a PhD student in music theory at Yale University. She was the recipient of a Digital Humanities Lab Seed Grant for her work with computational methods and music analysis.

External link: http://web.library.yale.edu/dhlab/acevedoseedgrant [3]
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